Digital Resources

Corresponding to the main sections of each chapter (Oracy Theatre, Pinyin Castle and Literacy Playground), the Ministry of Education, Singapore has developed a suite of engaging digital resources to reinforce pupils’ learning and provide opportunities for self-directed learning.
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Chapters for Happy Pals 1A
Components of Chapter 1A
Comprises of Oracy Theatre, Pinyin Castle, Literacy Playground

**Oracy Theatre – Animation Studio (动画放映室)**
Serves as a great chapter opener, these interesting animations aims to engage pupils and develop their oracy skills.
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Pinyin Castle – Let’s Learn (学一学)
Available only in Level 1A, this section helps pupils to be familiarized with the use of Hanyu Pinyin.

Literacy Playground – Budding Reader
(认一认)

Literacy Playground – Reading Is Fun
(读一读)
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Literacy Playground – Character Transformers (汉字变变变)
These animations illustrate the origins of specific Chinese character discussed in the chapter, enabling pupils to visualize how each character has transformed over time. This further reinforces their understanding of each Chinese character.
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Literacy Playground – Magic House of Characters (生字魔法屋)
Through a wide variety of language games, pupils are encouraged to revise what they have learnt in class, which includes the use of radicals, strokes, Hanyu Pinyin and vocabulary. Apart from the Magic House of Characters which helps pupils in character recognition, other similar language games can be found at the following sections: Vocabulary Playground (生词游乐场), Language Adventure Camp (快乐探险营) and Grand Revision (复习总动员).
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Magic House of Characters (生字魔法屋), HLHB 1A